ABSTRACT Different operation phases in batch processes cover distinguishing behaviors, so establishing statistical models for each identical phase become an effective way for batch monitoring. In this paper, a new adaptive phase partition and online fault detection method is proposed, which can track the phase's transition by time sequence and has less reliance on parameters' selection. The discussion and analysis of this proposed method follows. In this proposed method, the information contained in every sample time will be evaluated, and the change tendency of feature is demonstrated on a batch prospect. Then, two control bounds are designed for the feature tendency, the stable, and the transitional phases that have a different feature level and play certainly roles in process operation, will be identified automatically. For online monitoring, the new fault detection strategy is composed of modeling the PCA and PLS statistical methods for each identified phase, three statistics are established to ensure the data-decomposing reliable. The proposed method is applied to the industrial penicillin fermentation process, and the experimental result shows better performance in phase partition and fault detection.
I. INTRODUCTION
The scale of product and process flow has sharply risen with the development of modern industry. The quality and safety of production attract increasing attention. Batch processes, as a significant production method, are widely used in the fields of chemicals, semiconductors, food, etc. Its multi operation character contributes to produce a product step by step safely and allows us to achieve high-quality production at a low cost.
The monitoring and fault detection model of industrial batch process is generally established from historical production data, apart from keeping the product program on an efficient, safe and stable operational status, the monitoring model also helps to find and eliminate abnormal situations in time by analyzing the statistical information among measured data. Multi-way principal component analysis (MPCA) [1] - [3] and Multi-way partial least squares (MPLS) [4] - [6] , both are multivariate statistical process control (MSPC) methods, have commonly been used in data analysis and process monitoring. Duchesne and Mcgregor [6] first applied MPLS method to monitor the quality of batch production. The proposed method takes all the history data as model's input to extract the relative features between the process variables and quality-related variables. However, the MPLS model fails to consider the high correlation contained in measured data and the influence of the phase reaction in local regions, both of them have great impact on the final production quality.
In fact, the industrial batch process has many inherent characteristics, such as multi-phases and local reactions. Multiphases based process monitoring method has been widely reported [7] - [9] . Zhao et al. [8] proposed that the correlation of variables in the batch process does not vary with time, but closely relate to the process's operation and mechanism. For example, the injection process can be divided into three phases according to the product program. Among these phases, the measured variables show different data characteristics in different operation states and modes, while the correlation of measured variables keeps stable in the same mode. From a statistical view, the mean, variance, and correlation of the measured variables show the phases' diffidence. Therefore, the multiphase method is widely used in quality-related fault monitoring [9] - [11] . Duchesne and Mcgregor [6] proposed the multi-block PLS trajectory method for fault detection. This method extracts the features that related to the multi-phases and quality with the information of middle process variables. However, the intermediate quality information is rare in actual process, which limits its actual application. Lu and Gao [12] extracted the principal components of time slice along the time duration to indicate the transition of phase's characteristics. They found that the phase's characteristics keep similar in the same phase and differ between phases. Finally, the k_mean clustering algorithm is employed to phase's identification, and the result performs well. Zhao et al. [13] proposed the soft partition method for phase identification to overcome the shortcomings of k_mean algorithm, such as hard division for each sample data. The basic idea of phase partition based on the cluster-based method [12] - [16] is that process features follow with phases' switch and keep similar in the same phase. These methods can effectively capture the dynamic characteristics without filling the unknown and missing data. However, there are still some deficiencies in these methods. For example, the cluster-based algorithm doesn't consider the time sequence of phase duration, and it easily leads to the time crossover of sample data. In addition, the neglect of the characteristics from one phase to another also descends the accuracy of the representative model. Moreover, the clustering methods are often limited by the choice of parameters, such as the initial center, the initial number of clusters, and the minimum phase's time duration.
In order to overcome the shortcomings of cluster-based method in phase identification, it is beneficial to analyze the inherent nature of process at each sample time in which we could capture the time-variant phase's information [11] , [17] - [19] . Therefore, an indicator that has the ability to reveal the change of the phase's features in a running process is required. In fact, a number of phase partition methods based on feature indicator have been developed in recent years [20] - [24] . Sun et al. [20] track the cumulative percent variance of the principal component to get a phase division effect. However, it fails to capture the variation in different batches, and be insensitive to phase switch. Chang et al. [21] have proposed a two-step phase partition method by tracking the variation of principle components' number and direction. After the two-step program finished, the stable and transition phase will be identified according to the tendency of mean load matrix's similarity. Zhao et al. [22] have proposed an SSPP algorithm which considers the time sequence for phase partition, the phases and transition patterns are in fact identified by capturing their influences on monitoring performance. In addition, many effective indicators had been designed for phase partition [23] - [25] , such as the dissimilarity index, where the information of neighbor time slice is integrated for phase partition.
Commonly, all of the phase partition methods mentioned above not only analyze the information contained in sample times but also develop a process monitoring model for each phase. However, none of them consider the changing information from whole batch's prospect, the phase partition results are often constrained by the local phase duration view, in other words, they lacks a unified and global index to compare the information in different time slices that are not in neighbor sample times. The hidden Markov model (HMM) chain [26] , [27] is an effective pattern recognition method, its rich mathematical structure enables it to learn a system state's transition progress from training data, which is suitable to explain and assess the change of information from a global prospect [28] - [30] .
In this paper, a new adaptive phase partition method and online fault detection method is proposed. It can track the phase's transition by time sequence from a batch's prospect. Here, we assume the batch duration is the same for different batches. To begin with, the information contained in every sample time will be evaluated, and the change tendency of feature is demonstrated on a batch prospect. The tendency of feature revolution not only implies phase's duration length, but also provides the information of state transition. The stable and the transitional phases that have different feature level and play certainly roles in process operation, will be identified automatically, meanwhile, the short time duration between phases and the transition process are also well described. Discussion and analysis are followed. When the partition program finished, the batch duration will be divided into several time intervals. For online monitoring, the PLS-based monitoring method aims to extract the relative information between process variables and quality variables, but fails to provide interpretation to the residual part of process variables, which brings the confusion to fault location and reduces the monitoring model's accuracy. The new fault detection strategy is composed of modeling the PCA and PLS statistical methods in each identified phase, three statistics are established to ensure the data decomposition reliable. The proposed method is applied to a typical batch process, industrial penicillin fermentation process. The experiment proves that the proposed method has a better performance in monitoring and fault detection.
The remained of paper is organized as follows. The phase partition method, with less reliance on parameter selection, is proposed to separate the process duration into several phases automatically and discussion is conducted in section II. In section III, a monitoring frame is established for batch processes, online and offline model is discussed. A typical industry batch process is used to confirm the efficiency of multi-phase identification and fault detection, the analysis follows in section IV. Finally, we present our conclusions in section V.
II. METHODOLOGY A. PCA AND PLS METHOD
Partial least squares (PLS) [3] , [4] is one of the important data-decomposed methods in multivariate statistical analysis. It focuses on finding the most relative and explainable directions to extract low-dimensional features between matrixes X and Y . These explainable directions pay attention to predictive ability from input space to output space. Multi-way partial least squares method (MPLS) is an extensive method of PLS. It firstly transforms the 3-dimensional matrix into 2-dimensional matrix with the variable or batch unfolded method, and then PLS is employed to extract low-dimension feature on those 2-dimensional matrixes subsequently. These two unfolded methods mentioned above not only preserve the nonlinear time-vary character of batch data, but also keep the average trajectory cross batches. Generally, the variable unfolded method does not need to predict the unknown data, and it also does not require the same batch duration. The batch unfolded method refers to the equal duration of batch's trajectory, and the unknown data must be filled. The MPLS data-decomposed form for 2-dimension matrixes X and Y follows:
Where the matrixes T and P are the score and load matrix of X . U and Q are the score and load matrixes of Y . k is the number of latent variables retained. E and F are the residuals matrixes of X and Y , respectively. The PLS method is a predictive regression method, which is responsible for the data space decomposition from one to another. For online process monitoring, the traditional PLS-based monitoring method pays more attention to the relevant information between process variables and quality variables than the fault information's location that may appears in a less relevant correlation. In other words, there may be a large variable information exist in the X 's residual matrix E. In order to ensure the integrity of the monitoring, the PCA method is further carried out to extract the residual information in matrix E, and the extracted residual form is as follows:
The matrix X can be further decomposed into the following form:
When the MPLS and PCA method are devoted to monitoring model, the statistics and corresponding control limits are calculated from off-line training data, as TABLE 1 shows: Among them, t ij is the j th principal component vector in the PLS model corresponding to the i th sample. σ j is the standard deviation of the j principal component, k is the number of principal components, K is the number of training samples, and X i,j andX i,j are the measured value and the reconstructed value of the i th sample.
, represent the mean and variance of all Q i statistics at the k th time interval, and Q is the calculated control limits.
For on-line monitoring, the new collected data x new (1 × J ) is standardized by the training data, the low-dimensional principal component score vector t new and residual vector e new are obtained by the following form.
Among them, w is the weight coefficient of X in the PLS model, which reflects the influence of elements in x new . Furthermore, the detection statistics T new and Q new are calculated based on t new and e new . If T new > T 2 or Q new > Q, the process may be out of control, which indicates that there may be a fault and the specific situation needs further analysis and verification.
B. HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL CHAIN
The hidden Markov model (HMM) [25] , [26] chain is a probabilistic model of time series. It describes a transit process for an unobservable random state sequence to infer an observable data's generation probability. The HMM model can be symbolized as λ = (A, B, π). The state probability transition matrix A and the state probability vector π jointly confirm a Markov chain, and both of them also generate an unobservable hidden state sequence. The observable probability matrix B and state sequence commonly determine an observable data's generation probability. FIGURE 1 shows a process of hidden state sequence transit with in HMM model. is the transit probability for hidden state q j transfer to q i when the sample time t steps to t + 1, where
where b j (k) is the probability of observable data v k that generated by state q j on t th sample time. 3) State probability vector π , π is the initial probability of the state q i , where
A new parameter training method of the HMM model was proposed in paper [31] , [32] . Setting the initial state number as N , the dimension of the initial probability distribution vector and the output observation data as M , which is determined by experience and cross validation, the state transition probability matrix A has a discrete distribution, and the output observable matrix B has a continuous distribution, both of them are learned by the forward algorithm [31] . The observable probability matrix B is generated by a Gauss Mixture model on each hidden state,
where o is the observable data vector and c kj , u kj , σ kj correspond to the mixture coefficient, mean vector and covariance matrix of the j th Gauss component on k th hidden state, respectively. The number of random state sequences in the HMM model will affect the performance of the system, therefore, our paper uses Bayesian information criterion [10] to determine the state sequence's number as 5 and the number of Gauss component in Gauss Mixture model as 5.
The information contained in the observable data O = {o 1 , o 2 , .., o M } are assessed by the HMM model as follows:
Where 
C. PHASE PARTITION METHOD
Industrial batch process has many operation phases, and different phases present different data distribution. For online monitoring, a single PLS-based model trained by whole batches data proves poor monitoring performance. It is necessary to develop multi-phase models for batch process to handle the features contained in smaller and local phases.
In the current work, the assumption is that the batch duration is the same for different batches. The three-dimensional historical batch data X (I × J × K ) will be transformed into a 2-dimensional matrix by the batch or variable unfolded method. Where, I refer to the batch's number, J is the dimension of process variable, K is the batch duration. The batch method keeps the main dynamic characteristics along time and batches, and the variable method retains the nonlinear time-varying trajectory. The advantages of two methods mentioned above can be integrated in actual practice. X (I ×J ×K ) is firstly arranged as X (J × IK ) by the variable unfolded method, and its class quantities are eliminated. Then, X (J × IK ) is transferred as time slices X (I × JK ) with batch unfolded method. The proposed method views X i (I × J ), i = 1, 2, .., K , as a basic time slice unit to capture the time-varying feature along the time direction. The time slice based on batch unfolded method implies the phase's transition information, which allows us to track the tendency of process's feature revolution from batch and time prospect. The basic phase partition program is shown in FIGURE 2.
In this section, an adaptive phase partition method based on time slice is delivered. It mainly takes the principle components of each time slice unit into consider. The phase partition progress we proposed is consists of two parts, generation of features tendency and segment of features tendency. 1) Generation of features tendency. The PCA method is often used to extract the principle components (PCs) in time slice unit. It has the ability to find the largest explanatory orthogonal basis for data distribution, which provides a feature extraction scheme for every sample time. While the PCA method lacks the ability to compare and assess the information in two different time slices. Therefore, an indicative index is required to be designed to effectively show the feature change in batch process. In this paper, The HMM model, due to its powerful mathematical structure, is employed to fit system status. When all time slices' PCs had been extracted by PCA, the features tendency of batch process will get with the help of HMM's overall evaluation from batch view. 2) Segment of features tendency. The features tendency shows the relevant level of changing features with time sequence, and the distribution character of features tendency is adopted for the phase partition. Finally, the batch duration will be divided into three type phases: the stable phases, the transition phases, and the shorter phase duration intervals of batch process are well described. What's more, the shorter phase duration intervals that have fast feature shifts are commonly identified, and a merging strategy is carried out to handle these special regions.
This phase partition method relies on the information contained in time direction, and the phase result follows with time sequence. The proposed phase partition method pays less attention to parameter selection and helps to reduce prior experience on a special condition in practical application.
1) DATA PREPROCESSING
First, the history process data X (I × J × K ) is standardized tō X (IK × J), whose mean is 0 and variance is 1 according to the variable unfolded method. Second, the data matrixX (IK × J ) is transformed into X (I × KJ ) by the unfolded forms are shown in FIGURE 3 ; the basic time slice matrix is X k (I × J ), where k = 1, 2, 3, .., K
2) TIME SLICE's INFORMATION EXTRACTION
The principal component's information is extracted using the PCA method in all K time slices, and the number of principal components (PCs) is determined from the variance accumulation rate (>90%), recording the maximum number of PCs in all K time slice as c. To guarantee the comparison of the changing information in each time slice, the degree of principal information held in all K time slices is unified by the number c. The PCA information extraction for the k th time slice matrix is as follows.
Among them, T kc and P kc are the score and load matrix of time slice X k (I ×J ) and c is the maximum number of principal components in all K time slices.
3) GENERATION OF FEATURES TENDENCY
After the principal components of each time slice has been extracted by the PCA method, all K load matrix P kc are obtained. The K load matrixes represent the data space distribution of time slices. We use the HMM model to fit these data information, and the quantitative the correlation analysis evaluated by HMM model is shown in FIGURE 4 and the detailed assessment program follows: a) Using all K load matrix P kc to train the HMM model. b) The trained HMM model is used to evaluate the correlation of all K load matrix P kc , and the evaluation index I i est is attained by equalization (5), where i = 1, 2, .., K . This evaluation index is based on the overall significant system fitness where comprehensively evaluate between the current i th sample time and the other sample time that excludes the i th .
4) SEGMENT OF FEATURES TENDENCY
The evaluation index I i est shows a stable variation degree in some time intervals, some switch rapidly and last short, which corresponds to the longer duration operation phase and the transition period in the industrial process mode. Therefore, the variation degree of evaluation in the sample time interval can be viewed as the basis for phase division, which is reasonable for multi-phase identification and helpful to improve the detection accuracy and sensitivity of the monitoring model. Where, α is the control bound factor that determines the result of phase identity. The larger α is, the less the identical phase's number is. The smaller α is, the easier to exert shorter time duration and more phases. Therefore, the selection of α should be following actual process data. The value of P index (i) shows the control area of the i th time slice hold.
c) Continuous time intervals with different lengths are obtained by merging the sample time points with the same P index (i) values, and p is set as the minimum time duration length of a phase. Define a time interval whose length is shorter than p as relatively short time duration of a phase. The single sample time or short time intervals L j min are obtained by the serial positioning of all time intervals. The short time intervals L j min means the short phase duration of swift features, and they may appear in a stable operation or a transition operation of the batch process. We carry out a precise scheme to handle such conditions. Thus, the merge direction of short time interval L j min is determined by using the following form. 
abs(mean(I
j esti ) − I prev esti ) − abs(mean(I j esti ) − I next esti ) = > 0 j ∈ next < 0 j ∈ prev(8)
D. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
With the segment of feature tendency, the batch duration is divided into multi-phases. The advantage to use correlation evaluation as an indicator for phase partition is that it offers a significant correlation evaluation in a global perspective. Furthermore, the changing degree of time slice information evaluation in the stable and transitional phases is devoted to identify multi-phases in the whole batch duration.
1) THE UNIFIED INFORMATION CONTAINED IN TIME SLICES
Time slice is viewed as the basic analytical unit, because different information contained in sample time point of batch process. To ensure the comparability of information between time slices, the PCA method is applied to extract the information of time slice whose principal components number is determined by the cumulative variance rate (> 90%) method, and the largest number of principal components in all the time slices is considered as a unified information reserve. This makes the information of a time slice comparable and ensures the consistency of HMM model information evaluation.
2) PHASE IDENTIFICATION AND MERGING STRATEGY
When the phase partition method is employed to identify the stable and transition phases in batch process, all sample time will be collected into several time intervals with diffident length. P index (i) shows the index of I i esti in the i th time slice, which is relative to control limits I esti_h and I esti_l . The stable phase often performs a long time interval and same P index value, while in the transition phase whose features shift fast as well as the P index (i) value, the time interval with same P index (i) value has a short duration and out of rule. We can partition phases roughly according to the duration length of continuous P index value. The sample time point with the same P index (i) will be collected in a continuous interval, then, many time intervals with different lengths are obtained. Define a time interval whose length is shorter than p as relatively short time duration of a phase. Therefore, the time intervals can be divided into three kinds roughly, stable intervals, transition intervals, single time points and short duration intervals. Single time points and short duration intervals means shorter phase durations with swift features, and they may appear in a stable operation or a transition operation of a batch process. We carry out a precise scheme to handle such conditions. The merge direction of a short time interval will be determined by using the following form. If they stay between transition intervals, it is reasonable to attribute them to transition intervals with the transition operation's characteristics. If their neighbors are stable operations, they may be discrete time intervals or single sample times in the normal process condition; it is better to classify them as partials of stable intervals, instead of abandoning them. If the single time point and short duration intervals hold as narrow stable intervals and transition intervals, the mean of I i esti of the three intervals above will be compared to make sure of the certain merging direction of the short duration intervals. Finally, the whole reaction time of the process is divided into the stability phases and transition phases adaptively.
III. ONLINE MONITORING STRATEGY
To obtain the process monitoring model, batches process variable data X (I × as X (I × JK ) and Y (I × MK ) by the batch unfolded method. The time slice X i (I × J ) is viewed as the basic unit for the phase partition, where i = 1, 2, .., K . After n phases have been identified, the PLS and PCA models are used to set up the quality-related monitoring model in each identified phase. Finally, as the TABLE 1 depicted, the statistical control limit T 2 is established for T 2 y and T 2 x , and the statistical control limit Q is established for the residual matrixẼ.
When the new process data X new (1 × J ) is sampled online, it is firstly normalized by mean and variance obtained from historical training data, and the standardized data x new (1 × J ) is obtained. Then, the statistics t y , t x and e are calculated in the corresponding phase's model with x new (1 × J ).
Online fault detection and monitoring is conducted by continuously comparing the statistics t y , t x with T 2 or and e with Q. If any statistic is beyond the statistical control limit, the process may be out of control, there is a fault. Otherwise, the process is in the normal state.
IV. ILLUSTRATION AND DISCUSSION

A. PROCESS DESCRIPTION
The proposed phase partition and process monitoring method is applied to the actual multiphase process in this section. This phase partition method is effective in separating the stable operation phases for batch process. The transition process between neighbor's phases can also be expressed clearly. It overcomes the specific problems, such as time crossover and phase disorder, and the partitioned result follows with time sequence, which enhances the phase's interpretability. After the phases have been identified, online fault detection strategy is composed of modeling the PCA and PLS statistical methods in each identified phase, three statistics are established to assure the data-decomposing reliable. The effect of parameter α on monitoring performance is also analyzed.
Penicillin is one of the most widely used antibiotics in clinical medicine. It is a typical semi-batch process, which covers nonlinear, dynamic, and multiphase characteristics. The penicillin fermentation process is a two-microbe metabolic process. In the first phase, the growth and reproduction of the bacteria are carried out under certain conditions. When the concentration of the bacteria reaches the required level, penicillin is produced as a metabolite. In the penicillin fermentation process, in order to ensure the final penicillin production, the concentration of the bacteria must be maintained at a certain level. Therefore, sugar, nitrogen and other nutrients need to be added continually. FIGURE 5 shows the program for the penicillin fermentation production process. The temperature and pH are under closed-loop control, and the feeding process is under open-loop control.
Ali Cinar led his team in 2002 to develop a penicillin production simulation model Pensim 2.0. As a standard test platform, the model has been widely used in the field of batch process monitoring and fault diagnosis. This platform is a standard platform for researchers to process monitoring for home and abroad, with which you can simulate the microbial concentration, pH, carbon concentration, CO 2 concentration, penicillin concentration, oxygen concentration and heat generation under different operating conditions in the penicillin production process.
The penicillin fermentation production process can be divided into three phases: the cell growth period, the initial fermentation period and the fermentation period. Its batch VOLUME 6, 2018 A reaction time is 400 hours, and the sample time is 1 hour. In this experiment, 10 process variables and 2 quality variables are selected for quality-fault monitoring, as shown in TABLE 2. In order to make the training data reliable and adequate, this paper has produced 80 batches normal data as the reference database for model training. Among them, 70 batches are model training data, and 10 batches are test data. The fault types of the penicillin fermentation process can be introduced by setting the amplitude and fault time for three variables. They are the aeration rate, agitator power, and substrate feed rate. The introduction of the specific form is shown in TABLE 3. All training batches are assume to have equal duration, which results in the three-way array data matrix X (I × 10 × 400) and the quality data matrix Y (I × 2 × 400), where I denotes the number of batches for normal and fault cases. 70 normal batches data are used for model development, and the other 10 batches are used for model test. The form of the fault cases is in TABLE 3.
B. PHASE PARTITION DEVELOPMENT
Firstly, the principal component's information of all time slice matrices is extracted by PCA method, and the number of principal components is determined by the variance accumulation rate (>90%). In order to guarantee the comparison of the changing information in all time slices, the maximum PCs number of time slices in this partition procedure is 6. According to the phase partition method in section 2, setting the control factor α = 0.25 and the minimum phase duration time p = 10. FIGURE 6 shows the numerical evaluation determined by the HMM model and the phase partition results with the control factor α = 0.25. It can be seen from FIGURE 6 (a) that when the time is50, the value of the evaluation curves rises and I esti crosses the lower bound, the P index value is different from the time point before 50, moreover, the length of the time interval around 50 with the same P index value is less than the minimum phase duration p, which should be viewed as a relatively short time interval for subsequent merger to determine where this time period belongs to. It is known from FIGURE 6 (b) that the shorter time interval around 50 is determined as same as the continuous stable time interval before 50. In addition, the P index value has 7 times change in time interval [300, 400] in FIGURE 6 (a), 3 phases are identified according to the minimum time duration and the characteristics of I esti 's mean in the neighbor time interval in FIGURE 6 (b) . FIGURE 7 shows the phase partition results when different control factors α are selected. It can be seen that the smaller α is, the more phases we divide. Fewer long time duration phases mean swifter change degree of the process feature. As the α value increases, the phase that we had identified gradually decreases, the number of the stable and long period phases increases, and more sample times are considered to be similar with each other and attributed to the same stable phase. The transition patterns are missing since they are accommodated into neighboring phases, and the transition patterns are the time intervals with short time durations or the single points between the stable neighbor phases. For example, when α is set to 0.25, 10 phases are separated from the batch process, including 3 stable phases and 7 transition phases. When the α value increases to 0.75, the number of transition phases reduces to 4. Especially, the phase partition method that we proposed loses its ability when the value of α is larger than 1.3.it is noted that the partition phase is agreeable with the actual penicillin fermentation process when α value falls in the interval [0.75, 0.9]. In addition, the transition process between the stable phases is also shown to improve the monitoring process.
From the result, it is clear that the proposed phase partition method can divide the whole process into several continuous time duration intervals as time series. What's more, the transition and stable phases can be expressed, and the transition between phases has shorter time interval that more dynamic process characteristics than the stable ones. The division results using the proposed method are more direct and easy to understand, and no extra post-processing is required.
C. PHASE MONITORING MODEL
Based on the proposed phase partition method, different multi-statistical space models are developed for each identified phase and transition phase by the variable unfolded method, and batch data is assigned to the same time segment. To show the feasibility and ability of process monitoring, FIGURE 8 (a) shows proposed method for a normal batch with α is 0.75. Compared with FIGURE 8 (b), we can find that the detection limit follows as the phase partition in FIGURE 8 (a), which shows the continuity of phase's characteristics. When α is 0.75, the process is divided into 6 phases, including 3 stable and long duration time phases. In FIGURE 8 (a), the detection limit T 2 y does not show the multi phase character because the numerical statistical limits are close in the first few phases. The detection limit Q x is more indicative to the phase division. Considering the detect results of the normal batch, the results of the proposed method have more advantages than the PLS-based method, and the statistics of the normal batches are overall distributes below the statistical limit in FIGURE 8 (a) . While, the Q 2 statistic of the PLS method in FIGURE 8(b) leads to the error detection at the beginning of the process, and this phenomenon last for a long time, which can provide error guidelines for the operation and product safety.
The cause of fault 4 is shown in TABLE 2. The Fault 4 occurs at the 100 th time point and lasts until the end of the process. FIGURE 9 (a) shows the detect result of the proposed monitoring method for fault 4 when control factor α is 0.75, the control limit T 2 y has detected the fault happen at the 100 th time point and lasts until the end of the process, which shows better fault detection capabilities. FIGURE 9 (b) shows the detect result for fault 4 according to the PLS-based method. The control limit T 2 fails to detect the fault at the 100 th time point, what's worse, its fault missing and detection rate is low after the fault occurs, and fails to indicate the fault start time and duration of fault 4.The control limit Q 2 appears error detection at the beginning of the process, which reduces the reliability of the monitoring. In addition, the Q 2 statistic has an obvious numerical jump when the fault occurs and lasts to the end of the process. From the detect results we can come to the conclusion that the proposed method has better detection performance than the traditional PLS-based method in process monitoring because the global monitoring model needs to handle the high correlation contained in training data, while the proposed method partition the data into several phase models, which enhance and strengthen the influence of local reaction processes that contribute to monitoring performance.
D. DISCUSSION OF THE CONTROL FACTOR α
Considering the influence of α value on the detection efficiency and fault recognition capability, FIGURE 10 and 11 show the fault detection rate (FDR) and the missing detection rate (MDR) detection results of the proposed multi-phase PLS method with different α values. Among them, the FDR is defined as the rate of the fault detection in the time interval [100, 400], and MDR is the rate of the normal sample error to judge as the fault one before the fault occurs. As the TABLE 3 figures out, fault 1 occurs at the 100 th time point, corresponding to the process variable x 1 , has an increasing magnitude of 5%. FIGURE 10 (a) shows that the proposed multi-phase PLS method has a higher FDR, the FDR is more than 0.92 at different α value, which reveals a good detection performance. The control limit T 2 y has the highest The solid line corresponds to the detection limit at 95% confidence, and the point line is the calculated statistic.
detection rate at α value interval [0.7, 0.9], which is defined as the optimal α interval for T 2 y , and the phase partition results are shown in FIGURE 7. The FDR of control limit Q 2 x reaches its maximum point at α value interval [0.3, 0.6], but the FDR is less than T 2 y 's. In FIGURE 10 (b), the MDR of control limit T 2 x is the lowest and has the best monitoring ability. Due to the α interval of the maximum FDR for Q 2 x has a larger MDR when compares to the optimal α interval of T 2 y , the value of control boundary factor α is appropriate in the numerical range [0.7, 0.9]. statistical limit T 2 y 's distribution has a great advantage in detection performance. When the α is 0.9, the detection rate of T 2 y is approximately 0.85, while the maximum detection rate of Q x and T 2 x are 0.3 and 0.25, although the MDR of T 2 y statistic is slightly larger than that two when α is 0.9. Therefore, combining the actual detection results, the α value should be selected in interval [0.85, 1].
V. CONCLUSION
In view of the multi-phases characteristics in batch processes, a new phase partition and online fault detection method is proposed to improve the precision and sensitivity of process monitoring. The time slice contains the potential features information about the batch phases, which is viewed as unit cell to partition batch process into several phase duration. The stable and the transitional phases, reveal different statistical character, will be identified automatically. It not only strengthens interpretation for process, but also reduces the complex of model. For online monitoring, online fault detection strategy is composed of modeling the PCA and PLS statistical methods for each identified phase, which aims to assure the data-decomposing reliable. The proposed method is applied to the industrial penicillin fermentation process. The experimental result covers better performance in phase partition and fault detection.
